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ABSTRACT
The article presents the design of the Langmuir Probe –
Plasma Wave Instrument (LP-PWI) – a 3-meter-long
deployable boom for ESA’s JUICE mission – and
discusses the challenges encountered during the test
campaign of its breadboard model. The following
sections focus on the design of the instrument’s key
subsystems: the Langmuir Probe, the Hold Down and
Release Mechanism (HDRM), the CFRP tubes, and the
boom’s hinges. The document also presents the design
evolution of the subsystems resulting from the
breadboard’s test campaign. The LP-PWI model passed
the vibration, functional, and thermal-vacuum tests in
phase B2. Lessons learnt were collected and used to
indicate the directions of design improvements. The
improvements presented herein are intended to be
introduced to the qualification model in phase C.
1

INTRODUCTION

The Langmuir Probe – Plasma Wave Instrument (LPPWI) is one of the instruments within the RPWI (Radio
& Plasma Wave Investigation) experiment on board
ESA’s JUICE (Jupiter Icy Moon Explorer) mission. Its
main objective is to provide the crucial information
about the bulk plasma surrounding Jupiter’s icy moons.
The experiment’s set-up configuration consists of four
identical LP-PWI booms installed on the JUICE
spacecraft.
2

TECHNICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
REQUIRMENTS

During the course of the JUICE mission, the LP-PWI
will be exposed to particular space environment hazards.
Among the most critical ones is exposure to extreme
temperatures. The high Sun illumination (during Sun
Close Approach) as well as the long time in the shadow
(during Jovian Tour with Sun eclipse) cause high
temperature gradients on LP-PWI components. The
most thermally loaded part is the Langmuir Probe for

which the expected temperature can vary from -200°C
up to +220°C. This wide thermal range significantly
reduces the number of materials which can be used to
build the boom.
The second important environmental hazard is the high
radiation (composed of Radiation Belts, Solar Particle
Events, Galactic Cosmic Rays, and secondary
radiation). The external surface of the LP-PWI has to be
grounded to avoid accumulation of the local gradients of
electric potentials. The long-time radiation exposure can
also lead to degradation of the materials and coatings,
which needs to be taken into account in the design.
The LP-PWI also has strictly defined mechanical and
functional constrains, which must be followed
throughout the design process. In order to reduce the
influence of the spacecraft during the investigation of
the plasma environment, the Langmuir Probe must be
located at least 3 meters away from the other electronic
instruments. The final angular and linear position of the
probe is specified and must be kept within a tolerance of
±0.5° and ±5mm alongside. Furthermore, the instrument
also has a demanding mass budget – a single unit cannot
exceed 1.2 kg.
JUICE mission sets strict mass and environmental
requirements that demand development of highly
customized and challenging design for LP-PWI booms.
There are known various methods for masts and booms
deployment [1]: inflatable or shape memory composite
booms (light and compact but prone to thermal gradient
and deployment inaccuracy); telescopic or articulated
booms (become relatively massive); deployable truss
structures (tend to have very low natural frequency after
deployment). None of those can be directly
implemented for our case. A lightweight, precise and
thermally robust design and is herein proposed.
3

LP-PWI BOOM OVERVIEW

The LP-PWI (Fig. 1) is a 3-meter-long boom with the
Langmuir Probe at the top. The main structure is based
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on two-link kinematic chain. Both links consist of CFRP
tubes which are connected to each other by a Central
Hinge mainly made of titanium alloy. The other hinge –
i.e. the Base Hinge – is the point of attachment of the
boom to the Spacecraft. In the stowed configuration, the
boom is less than 1.6 meters long. The boom is secured
against self-deployment by two Hold Down and Release
Mechanisms (HDRM).

requirement, the stub and the sphere shall be electrically
isolated from each other. The sphere is clamped on the
stub between two washers made of Macor – a
machinable glass ceramic.
Stiffening Cone

Sphere
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Stub connector

Base HDRM
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HDRM #2
Langmuir probe
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End-fitting
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Figure 2. Langmuir Probe design
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Deployed configuration
Figure 1. LP-PWI overview during deployment
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4.1

MECHANISMS DESIGN AND EVOLUTION
LANGMUIR PROBE

The main and most important element of the LP-PWI is
the Langmuir Probe (Fig. 2). The probe consists of two
main parts: the sphere and the stub. The probe’s
structure is made of titanium alloy and coated externally
with TiAlN (blue surfaces in the Fig. 2) due to thermal
design constraints.
The probe’s sphere is 100 mm in diameter, and consists
of two hemispheres screwed together on the stiffening
cone. This sophisticated and lightweight design is a
result of several strength and modal analyses performed
including vibration loads. In the stowed position, the
probe is partially supported and protrudes away from the
first HDRM. As a result, it has relatively high inertia and
low natural frequency and thus is exposed to higher
loads during vibrations. The low mass and high stiffness
of the design were critical to ensure structural integrity
at all load cases. Walls of the sphere and cone are only
0.4 mm thick, which allows for a very light construction.
The total mass of the probe is under 150g. As a design

The thermal analysis performed showed that
temperature gradient on the probe in the hot case is very
high – over 150°C, and as such can subject the probe for
deformation. In order to equalize the temperature of the
probe the inner surface of the sphere is designed to be
coated with a paint that would increase the thermooptical emissivity. The AZ-93 paint (white surface in the
Fig. 2) with an emissivity of 0.9 was selected, which
reduced the gradient to just 50°C.
The Langmuir Probe is connected to the preamplifier
(placed inside the spacecraft) through a triaxial
concentric cable. The harness is routed through the
CFRP tubes and connects to the probe inside the sphere.
The probe was equipped with a resistor which improves
the signal-to-noise ratio of the probe. Both the resistor
and the whole cable interface has been designed
specifically for this application due to the high range of
temperatures (not suitable for standard resistors) and the
custom harness connection.
Electrodes

Resistive paths

Figure 3. Resistive washer
The resistor (Fig 3) is a hexagonal washer made of
Aluminium Oxide Ceramic with printed resistive paths
and electrodes. The shape of the washer was determined

by a process of applying resistive paths on the washer’s
side walls. Both of the frontal surfaces of the washer are
covered with electrodes connected to each other by three
resistive paths. The paths are redundant and the resistor
remains fully functional even when two paths are
broken. The resistance needs to be maintained within the
range of 50 Ohm to 200 Ohm. The washer is clamped
and preloaded in the Stub with the connector which
guarantees electrical bonding.
4.2

HDRM

The LP-PWI is equipped with two Hold Down and
Release Mechanisms (HDRM), shown in Fig. 4, which
also serve as the support structure and the boom’s
interface with the Spacecraft. Each HDRM contains four
mounting feet which enables screwing them to the
Spacecraft. The HDRMs hold both links during the
launch and enable the boom’s deployment sequence
after release.
Vectran string
Lever

Vespel housing

Leaf spring

Tension clamps

Lever spring

the Vectran string is critical for reliable clamping. The
levers are equipped with a leaf springs that compensates
for the length changes of the string (caused by vibration
or thermal changes) which prevents against premature
deployment. Each HDRM is also equipped with a
redundant thermal knife (one in each lever), which
assures high reliability of the system.
The re-arming operation of the HDRM requires only the
replacement of the Vectran string and can be performed
by one person.
The HDRM design was optimised and tailored
specifically for this application to keep the low mass and
high stiffness while providing the most reliable boom
release.
4.3

CFRP TUBES WITH INTERFACES

The main structure of the boom comprises CFRP tubes
which ensure the low mass and both required strength
and stiffness of the assembly. This is particularly
important during deployment and latching phase, when
CFRP tubes have to be strong enough to take over the
end deployment shock, while remaining flexible to
compensate the kinetic energy of rotating links. Low
stiffness results in low natural frequencies of the system
and hence the two tubes vary in diameters - ϕ20 mm and
ϕ25 mm - to provide mismatch in their natural
frequencies and introduce additional damping to the
system.
End-fitting cover
End-fitting

Figure 4. HDRM #2, stowed configuration -left,
deployed configuration- right
The links are manually preloaded with force by closing
and tension of the Tension clamps. The preload force is
individually adjusted for each unit during the
integration. This approach enables a control of the
preload, and renders it independent from manufacturing
inaccuracies.
The release of the clamping elements is initiated by
cutting the Vectran string with thermal knives (i.e.
thermal resistors) placed on levers in a Vespel housings.
The Vectran string was selected due to its high strength
(over 3000 MPa) and high melting temperature (over
130 °C - essential during Venus fly-by, the mission hot
case). The levers with the thermal knives have their own
torsion springs which open them right after string
cutting. The tension clamps are opened without any
resistance, due to especially designed inclination of
clamping surfaces. The required and stable tension of

External hoop winding - CFRP
CFRP swelling
CFRP- CFRP
Tube
External hoop winding

Inner rib

Adhesive Layers (green)

Figure 5. End-fitting design and integration
Worth mentioning is also a problem of attaching CFRP
tubes to metal parts, which was found to be a complex
task. Given the high deployment loads, the standard
sleeve-bonded interfaces could not withstand the

extreme temperatures occurring during the mission. We
introduced and successfully implemented a customised
CFRP connection, called End-fitting design, which is
based on an particular shape-bonding principle with
additional CFRP hoop winding.
The slotted titanium end-fitting is pressed and clamped
on the CFRP tube’s swelling (additional hoop winding
on both ends of each tube provided by manufacturer).
The End-fitting is protected against slipping off by the
external hoop winding. The layers of adhesives are
applied to fill in the clearance between metal parts and
CFRP surface, which also simplifies the assembly
process. Additionally CFRP tube is protected against
failure with inner rib sleeve. In overall, this design
provides an innovative strong shape joint, where
adhesives play a minor role.
In order to qualify the design, the proposed CFRP
connection was subjected to a destructive pull strength
test. The thermal cycling was performed prior the
strength test in order to verify the influence of the
temperature on the interface integrity. The end-fittings
samples were subjected to following thermal cycling:
• 5 minutes in liquid nitrogen (-196°C);
• 30 minutes in thermal chamber (80°C).

also applied to connect them to the links. Both are
attached along the tubes and enable holding and
preloading the links in HDRMs. The separators secure
the tube’s proper position in the structure.
4.4

HINGES

The drive of the boom is based on spring actuation. Both
hinges are equipped with a set of clock springs and
latching mechanism. The clock springs were selected
due to a low stiffness which provides a relatively flat
torque characteristic. During deployment, the hinges
open to: 135° in Base Hinge, and 180° in Central Hinge.
Bumper

Latch pin

Latch indicator

LP harness

LP harness

Drive springs

Latch spring

Figure 7. Hinge – stowed configuration (Central Hinge
– left, Base hinge – right)

Latch spring
deflection of pins

Figure 6. End-fitting sample after pull test
The test results indicated that the thermal cycling has no
significant influence on the strength of the connection.
The ultimate tensile force of the connection was always
above 25kN.
The tubes’ interfaces must be electrically conductive in
order to ensure the grounding of the tubes. Therefore
end-fittings have carbon fibre hoop winding. The only
exception is the end-fitting interfacing with the
Langmuir Probe, where the swelling is made of glass
fibre to provide electrical separation of the Langmuir
Probe from the rest of the instrument.
The links are also equipped with other interfaces,
namely separators and holders. Hoop-winding method is

Latch spring
sliding on the cam

Latch spring elevation

Figure 8. Top: Latching sequence of the modified
latch; Bottom: comparison of calculated resistive
torque evolution in Base Hinge for breadboard latch
design (pin latch) and modified latch design
(cam latch).
An important part of the hinge is the latching mechanism
which locks the hinges in a deployed position. The

latching operation is performed by the deflection of the
Latch Spring on the pins. When the hinge reaches the
bumper the cut-outs in the Latch Springs hook on the
pins. The Latch Spring returns to the nominal position
and prevents a reopening of the hinge. The clearance in
the hinges after deployment is removed by the preload
of the drive springs.
As for the results of testing breadboard model it was
shown that the latching event generated an undesirably
high peak forces. The kinetic energy accumulated in the
links always ensured latching, but the motorization
margin requirement [2] was not fulfilled. The drive
torque was smaller than the resistive torque with safety
margins, which violated the abovementioned
requirement. Following the breadboard test campaign,
the latch was modified in order to reduce the peak force;
standard latching pins have been replaced by cam-shape
pins.
The application of the cam enabled to elevate the
locking spring on the longer path which scattered and
reduced the latching peak force. The friction coefficient
between the cam and the latch spring is critical. In order
to provide low friction forces, a DLC (Diamond Like
Carbon) coating will be applied on the titanium cam.

loads and operation loads. Several analyses and tests
were performed during the breadboard phase to justify
and indicate the improvement areas in the boom.
6.1

VIBRATION TESTS

The LP-PWI boom was subjected to vibration tests,
which covered Low Level Sine Survey (LLSS) for
modal landscape determination, High Level Sine (HLS)
and random vibrations in all three axes.
Random vibration tests were a complicated task due to
the mass of the boom with the vibration jig (over 22 kg)
and high PSD values. It was possible to perform the
random vibration test of the boom only to the level of 3dB of the nominal PSD values due to the technical
limitations of the shaker.
The length of the stowed instrument exceeded the sizes
of all available shakers. The jig with the boom protruded
from the shaker’s slip table and as a result had natural
frequencies below required 2000 Hz. Cross coupling
effects were observed. Further stiffening of the jig
would require mass increase and limitation on input
ASD characteristics, which was not acceptable.

This modification reduces the torque over 5 times. The
modified latch remains in the manufacturing phase and
will be tested in the following months to compare its
performance with the analysis.
5

BREADBOARD DEVELOPMENT

The breadboard phase consisted of: design, analysis,
manufacturing, integration and testing of the LP-PWI.
The following sections focus on the test campaign which
verified the structural integrity and functionality of the
boom.

Figure 10. LP-PWI with the jig on a shaker
The profile of the ASD was modified by notching the
cross-coupling frequencies to avoid overloading and
essentially damaging the instrument during the test.

Figure 9. Breadboarded LP-PWI
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STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

One of the critical features of all the space mechanisms
is the structural integrity under launch vibration, thermal

Figure 11. Modified ASD input profile (-3dB)

The boom passed the vibration tests campaign with the
abovementioned deviations. The instrument did not selfdeploy and the structure was not damaged during the
test. The several interface surfaces between the tubes
and HDRMs had visible wear marks (Fig. 12), but none
of them were critical.

The modification of the HDRMs’ positions will be
introduced into the design on a qualification model and
verified in phase C of the project.

The modal landscape was constantly monitored between
the vibration tests. The differences of amplitudes and
frequencies of the resonance modes before and after the
test campaign were within the acceptance range.

Figure 13. Simplified FE model and a mode of the first
resonance frequency
Table 1. Interface position analysis results

Figure 12. Worn surface of the Langmuir probe support.
The LP-PWI has 3 resonance frequencies below
f=140Hz – the lowest natural frequency acceptable for
the JUICE mission. They appeared in the X-axis at
frequencies: f=96Hz (which was observed during in
HLS test), f=113Hz, and f=138Hz (observed during
LLSS test). Nevertheless that low frequencies were not
critical for the boom due to the low effective mass of the
modes. The design is to be improved, as described in the
following section.
6.2

INTERFACE POSITION OPTIMISATION

The performed vibration test campaign induced
designed changes that influence the instruments mass
allocation, e.g. latch modification changed the mass of
subsystems and the centre of gravity of the whole boom.
The structural and modal analysis (FEM) of the design
had to be reiterated, with an exercise to optimize the
relative position of two HDRMs, which was the easiest
way to improve the low natural frequencies.
Results of the modal analysis (Tab. 1) indicate
improvement of the first frequency for the wider
distance between the interfaces. A shift in the HDRMs’
position by +40 mm allowed to increase the first natural
frequency by 20Hz. The generally higher nominal
values of the modes are caused by the simplified
boundary conditions, but still, it is expected that the
actual LP-PWI model is going to have similar relative
improvement of modal response.

Frq.

Nominal HDRM
position

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

[Hz]
152
218
218
254
257
285
414
461
577
655
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Improved HDRM position
(nominal position +40mm)
Frq.
Frq. change
[Hz]
[%]
173
14%
224
3%
224
3%
256
1%
276
7%
295
4%
440
6%
465
1%
545
-6%
609
-7%

DEPLOYMENT OPERATION

The deployment operation could not be actively
controlled in the closed loop by motors and encoders.
Therefore, predictable dynamical and uncontrolled
deployment had to be achieved by carefully selection of
drive springs and a detailed deployment analysis. A
undamped, unsynchronised deployment is proposed and
leads to some challenges, and particularly the end-shock
deployment.
7.1

DEPLOYMENT ANALYSIS

The deployment operation was analysed in Matlab
environment with the Monte Carlo including various
cases of boundary conditions. The analysis considered
wide dispersion of the resistive and drive torques. The
mechanical resistances from plain bearings, harness and
latch mechanism were assumed to be random and within
the range of 0 to 3 times of the nominal value. One
spring failure per hinge was assumed as one of the
random scenarios. Springs stiffness could also vary in
range from 80% to 120% of the nominal values. In order
to avoid collision with the Spacecraft, the selection of

the drive springs through that analysis had a constraint
to latch Central Hinge before Base Hinge in all the
random cases.
The plot (Fig.14) presents results of Monte Carlo
analysis as angular coordinates of hinges. The black area
covers all possible mutual positions of the hinges during
deployment. The area below the green line is a safe
deployment zone, while above the green line there is a
risk of collision with the spacecraft (the hinges angles
would result in position of LP below LP-PWI mounting
surface to the spacecraft).

analysis performed by ESTEC. The difference for the
worst-case – i.e. the higher energy – was less than 4%.
The analysis enabled the selection of the sets of springs
for the breadboard model, and proved the reliability of
deployment under various constrains.
7.2

DEPLOYMENT TEST

The deployment analysis was verified by a functional
test of the boom. The test had to be performed in a
horizontal position to simulate microgravity
environment. It was necessary to perform the test using
a gravity compensating MGSE. The dynamic character
of the deployment and the complex movement of the
second link made it impossible to use well-known
methods like balloons, air bearings or an active crane for
gravity force compensation.

BTU

Figure 14. Deployment envelope expressed as a
hinges’ angles coordinates from Monte Carlo analysis
(q1-Base Hinge angle, q2- Central Hinge angle)
The springs’ selection and their preload configuration
were the most complex part of the analysis. The drive
torques for the springs had to be high enough to
successfully deploy the boom, while the energy
accumulated in the spring had to be small enough to
eliminate the possibility of breaking the tubes during
final latching.

Figure 16. Deployment test - left, BTU - right

Figure 17. Video tracking of the Central Hinge and
Langmuir Probe position

Figure 15. Histogram of latching energies for Base
Hinge and Central Hinge as a result from Monte Carlo
analysis
The probability of the occurrence of various latching
energies is presented in the plots (Fig. 15). The analysis
proved that the energies are within assumed safe
margins. The analysis was verified by a multibody

After the investigation and preliminary tests of different
deployment methods a decision was made to perform
the functional test using Ball Transfer Units (BTU). The
boom was supported by the low friction BTUs, which
allowed for omni-directional movement while being
lightweight and compact at the same time. The BTUs
were rolling on a flat resin surface. The system required
an envelope of 3m x 4m for deployment. A special room
with resin floor was prepared specifically for this

purpose. Each link was equipped with one BTU support
composed of two BTUs for stability of the links.
The movement of the boom was monitored in three
ways: visual observation with camera (point tracking),
accelerometer measurement, and angular encoders on
hinges.
The boom was deployed 36 times including the tests
with various configurations of the springs in hinges
(single spring failure cases in each hinge). All tests were
successfully completed with proper latching in both
hinges. With a use of laser tracker, the final Cartesian
and angular positions of the Langmuir Probe were
measured with respect to its interface plane. This
operation allowed to determine the precision of the
boom’s positioning. The functional tests were
performed before and after vibrations and no significant
changes were observed between these deployments. The
average time of the boom’s movement was 4.3s and the
accuracy of position was within the required range. The
functional test also proved that Central Hinge latches
first before Base Hinge in all cases, which prevents the
boom from a collision with the Spacecraft. The test
deployment envelope was within the envelope predicted
by the analysis.
7.3

TVAC DEPLOYMENT

The LP-PWI will be deployed during Low Earth Orbit
Phase. The TVAC cycling and deployment was assumed
to occur in temperatures ranging from -40°C to +90°C
(not supported with detailed thermal analysis). The
instrument was subjected to 8 cycles, the deployment
was performed after the second cycle.
The size of the vacuum chamber did not allow for the
deployment of a full-sized boom, therefore a reduced
model was designed for this purpose (Fig. 18).

The reduced model consists of a Base Hinge with one
HDRM and test support equipment. The first link was
significantly shorter and equipped with a dummy mass
on a leaf springs that mimicked moment of inertia and
elasticity of the links. The reduced boom was deployed
in a horizontal position. An additional crane with a
tension spring was used for the compensation of weight
of the dummy mass. The crane was mounted on ball
bearings to limit influence of additional resistance
torque from a test set-up. The dummy mass was
suspended on a low stiffness tension spring, which
allowed to disregard the influence of temperature
variation on the tension force. The preliminary tests
have shown that precise alignment to the gravity vector
was crucial for successful deployment.
The successful deployment of the reduced LP-PWI
model during TVAC test was achieved for the worst
expected motorization case: coldest temperature, one
missing spring in the hinge and with adequate harness
distributed on the hinge axis. All subsystems worked
properly: the HDRM realising and hinge opening with
positive latching.
8

The LP-PWI is a dynamically deployable boom topped
with Langmuir Probe. The design of the instrument is
unique in many aspects. All subsystem were tailored for
this application. The boom structure is very light, and
can be adjusted for other sensors which has to be placed
away from Spacecraft. The test campaign proved the
functionality of the design. The instrument was
successfully breadboarded and achieved TRL 5.
The project is at the beginning of phase C, during which
the qualification model will be developed. The design is
constantly being improved as a result of the Breadboard
phase.
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